SGT meeting in room 104

Attendance: Arinn Smith, Fred Hilgers, Kevin McDonnell, Monique Barrett, Michael Cowan, Devina Guerrero, Janis Tan, Betty Martinez

Agenda Items:

Elect chair and officers:

Chair Kevin McDonnell 7:0 pass

Vice-chair: Monique Barrett 6:1 pass,

Notekeeper 7:0 Arinn Smith will continue as notekeeper,

Timekeeper: Lili Fuller 7:0 pass

Discuss and vote: Appropriate number of students allowed to use the bathroom. Current number is 10, possibly raise to 15 Arinn Smith motion, Betty Martinez 2nd Motion passes 7:0, Add a water button.

Discuss term Madhouse and the appropriateness of it as a way to describe our school. Discussed and SGT team feels it’s been handled by Mr. Hildgers. If another issue arises, SGT will revisit

Roundtable discussion: Next meeting LOP list criteria (admin. Currently working on options), Early drop off kids have a place to wait (office will be open), “The Closet” advertise add dress clothes donations, Peer support for online class- dual enrollment, Students leaving campus early 3:15ish possibly Twain students and/or middle school sibling, Student pedestrian parking lot gate being unlocked,

Kevin will open a SGT Google Classroom.

**ByLaws**

Next Meeting 10-24-23